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bellyOvercomable difficulties on the way to wasp waistHow ready are you for change?Part II.
Understand what's whatAnatomy of the pressThe key to success is diversityTrain rightWhat
does the result depend on?Recommendations professionalsAn integrated approach will speed
up the resultAb workouts: myths and realityPart III. Charging for the pressBasic exercisesAction
planPossible mistakesTwistingdeflectionsHow to make it harderloadPay attention to the
pulseOne minute is enough!Mini-workouts for anytasteProgram number 1. Maximum repetitions
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Relief press on the ballHow to increase the effectiveness of trainingIf the simplest is the hardest?
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versusbellyWhat does it mean to "eat right"?How many calories should be consumed ifdo you
want to lose weight?Bloating prevents you from being slim!Can ex luid in the
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care: products that break down fatPart VII Special offer -aquafitnessWater instead of
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not recommendSwim to the cast torsoPart IX. Weekly Belly Attack PlanInstea of a
conclusion. Slim stomachforever and ever!t" I Introduction”Zone of
Immediateresponse"This book will help you in a week, at home, without the help of a trainer,
without dumbbells and simulators, using only your own body weight, to make your waist thinner
and more elastic. To do this, you need to approach the achievement of the goal in a complex way
- go on a diet, carry out simple tonic procedures daily and perform five-minute gymnastics for
the muscles of the abdomen and back. It will be easier to carry out the task if you follow the
author's program "Attack Plan for the abdomen", designed for 7 days.I am sure that 90% of
women, when asked which part of the body they would like to strengthen additionally, will



answer that the stomach. And this is no coincidence. Because the stomach is an “immediate
response zone”: if we overeat a little, the result will immediately be reflected in the volume of the
waist. And now folds have already formed on the sides and an unsightly bulge in front.But most
importantly, even those women who regularly visitsports club, often cannot achieve flattening of
the abdomen to the desired shape. All because the press requires special attention. The
abdominal muscles are large and strong, they quickly adapt to the load and after a short time
cease to perceive it. Even systematic training will not bring the desired result - a flexible and
elastic torso, if from time to time you do not add variety to classes.If traditional twisting and lifting
of the body do not bring the expected result, try non-standard types of gymnastics: yoga, fitball,
Pilates, plus go on a diet, do targeted massage of the abdomen and back daily, actively care for
the skin of the middle part of the body. This book will help you correctly and effectively draw up a
comprehensive plan to fight for a slender waist, revive your routine workouts, lose weight, and
ultimately, in a week, make your stomach flatter and more sculpted.Part I. Say "Stop!"
routineYour dream is a graceful figure, an elegant silhouette or a steel press without a single fat
fold. And for the sake of its implementation, for the umpteenth time, you give yourself the word to
gather your will into a fist and lose a few extra pounds and, finally, after measuring your waist,
remain satisfied with yourself. You again reproach yourself for the days, weeks, months when
you put off training for later, scold yourself for not following the diet and laziness, which prevents
you from starting to exercise regularly.And so you enthusiastically make a decision: "From
tomorrow I will start a new life, go in for sports, stop snacking at night, take a course of intensive
massage." Tomorrow is coming, but, alas, there are other things that are more important, and
you again put off “charging” until better times. As a result, after a week or two, not a trace
remains of your determination. And you, as before, suffer from bad posture, sagging belly and
back pain. How to make sure that good intentions do not remain such forever, but turn into
specific consistent actions, how to maintain the mood and desire to do physical exercises and,
as a result, achieve visible changes in the proportions of the figure, thin waist or cast torso? First
of all, say "Stop!" routine - and start taking action.elastic bellyElastic belly not only shapes the
figure!Have you decided to get rid of a bulging belly? Then keep in mindthat after the initial
period of enthusiasm associated with the adoption of such a decision, the stage of its
implementation will inevitably come. And then you will need additional endurance, patience and
willpower. Because you need to train every day and at the same time perform fairly monotonous
exercises.You need to be prepared for the fact that in a certainmoment you want to quit
everything and do some other thing that undoubtedly gives you more personal pleasure, such as
lying on the couch, chatting with a girlfriend on the phone or watching TV. What will help you in
this case not to stop halfway to the intended goal? First of all, it is knowledge. Knowing the
structure of the body is your strength.Want to have a flat stomach? Then prepare yourself
mentally for change.Study the problem from the inside - start by understanding the essence of
the following question: why is it so often advised to strengthen the abdominal muscles first of all,
and, for example, the muscles of the legs and buttocks?Of course, for good health and



harmonious development, it is necessary to strengthen all muscle groups. But, as you know, the
highest sign of a really good physical shape is a pronounced tone of the abdominal muscles. It is
on the strength of the abdominal muscles that the external silhouette of the figure, posture,
general health, and the functioning of such important internal organs as the stomach, intestines,
and bladder depend.Surprised? If you have strong abdominal and back muscles, this means
that you have a good metabolism, excellent blood and lymph circulation, no problems with
digestion, that is, you are healthy.In addition, a firm abdomen provides the following benefits.1.
looktverybaesthetically pleasing.A thin, flexible waist has always adorned and adorns a woman,
makes herelegant and graceful. A taut belly can hide some figure flaws, such as full hips or
slightly plump shoulders and arms. It will make your figure more feminine, light, give your
silhouette charm and originality.For men, a pumped press is a clear sign of strength,
determination and masculinity. With a steel press, you are a real man, clearly not suffering from a
"mirror disease", and therefore an attractive individual for the female half of humanity! The rectus
abdominis muscle, which runs from the sternum to the pelvis, is the largest in the human body,
along the course of the muscle bundles it is transversely divided by tendon bridges into
segments that fix it. These segments give a sectional look to the rectus muscle, creating a relief
of the abdomen.In order for the squares on the stomach to be noticeable, you should be in very
good physical shape. But even if your stomach is not pumped to the state of a pronounced relief,
a flat and elastic stomach still looks better than a flabby belly.2. Formingtfigure.Inhale, draw in
your stomach, and now your figure becomes charming.an hourglass silhouette with a golden
mean. Do not breathe, and stay with your stomach drawn in. Difficult? Then exhale and engage
in strengthening the abdominal muscles. To feel slim in any situation, it is not necessary to hold
your breath. There is another way to get the desired shape - regularly perform strength exercises
for the press, and even better - combine them with breathing exercises. The wasp waist will
“untie your hands”, you will feel confident and fully “formed” when you get rid of excess fat in
such an attractive area of   \u200b\u200bthe body.3. AndrelievesabouttallXmorezney.It's no
secret that physical education is an active means of prevention, that is, warnings against
diseases - colds.(flu, tonsillitis, pneumonia), nervous system, heart, has a positive effect on the
emotional state of the student.In addition, regular exercise to tone the abdominal muscles is
especially recommended for those who suffer from diseases of the digestive system, liver and
biliary tract, such as colitis, gastritis, stomach ulcers. And this is not a joke at all. Performing
exercises for the abdominal press and proper breathing activate blood circulation and positively
affect the motor, secretory and absorption functions in the abdominal cavity, contribute to the
healing of the whole organism, and normalize metabolism. Therefore, do not be a fool - do
physical education, and you will be forever young, healthy, beautiful and slim.
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